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ABSTRACT
In urrent routers, implementations of the ontrol and forwarding fun tions are olo ated and tightly integrated by
stati asso iation of ontrol and forwarding elements. In
this paper, we present the SoftRouter ar hite ture that
permits dynami asso iation between ontrol and forwarding elements, and separates the implementation of ontrol plane fun tions from pa ket forwarding fun tions. In
this ar hite ture, all ontrol plane fun tions are implemented on general purpose servers alled the ontrol elements (CE's) that ould be multiple hops away from the
forwarding elements (FEs). A network element (NE) or a
router is formed using dynami binding between the CEs
and the FEs. We argue that this exibility results in several bene ts in luding in reased reliability, in reased s alability, in reased se urity, ease of adding new fun tionality,
and de reased ost.
1. INTRODUCTION
In urrent routers, implementations of the ontrol and
forwarding fun tions are intertwined deeply in many ways.
The ontrol pro essors implementing ontrol plane fun tions are olo ated with the line ards that implement forwarding fun tions and often share the same router ba kplane. Communi ation between the ontrol pro essors and
the forwarding line ards is not based on any standardsbased me hanism, making it impossible to inter hange ontrol pro essors and forwarding elements from di erent suppliers. This also leads to a stati binding between forwarding elements and line ards. A router typi ally has at most
two ontrollers (live and stand-by) running ontrol plane
software. Ea h line ard is stati ally bound to these two
ontrollers. The two ontrollers, the line- ards to whi h
they are stati ally bound, and the swit h fabri together
onstitute the router.
In this paper, we propose a new ontrol plane ar hite ture alled the SoftRouter ar hite ture that separates the
implementation of ontrol plane fun tions from pa ket forwarding fun tions. In this ar hite ture, all ontrol plane
fun tions are implemented on general purpose servers alled
the ontrol elements (CEs) that ould be multiple hops
away from the line ards or forwarding elements (FEs).
Thus, there is no need for a stati asso iation between
the CEs and the FEs. Ea h FE, when it boots up, disovers a set of CEs that an ontrol it. The FE dynamially binds itself to a \best" CE from the dis overed set of
CEs. In this ar hite ture, a olle tion of FEs (along with
their swit h fabri s), together with their asso iated CEs, is
alled a Network Element (NE) and logi ally onstitutes a
router. We envisage a standardized interfa e between the
CEs and the FEs similar to that being standardized in the
IETF ForCES working group [15℄. The SoftRouter ar hite ture and the te hni al hallenges introdu ed by this ar-
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hite ture are des ribed in more detail in Se tions 2 and 3,
respe tively.
Su h an ar hite ture has several bene ts. By implementing the CE's on servers, the ar hite ture permits easier
s aling sin e the server apa ity an be in reased far more
easily than in reasing ontroller ard apa ities in routers.
A server-based CE also fa ilitates use of stronger se urity
me hanisms sin e su h me hanisms have to be deployed
at far fewer points in the network. A third aspe t is the
in reased reliability possible both from a server-based implementation and from the ar hite ture that permits ea h
line ard to have more than two possible ontrollers. A
re ent paper [4℄ argues that a server-based logi ally entralized implementation of BGP results in several bene ts.
By moving all ontrol fun tionality out of the forwarding
element, several other bene ts, as des ribed in Se tion 4,
are now possible.
The proposed network evolution has similarities to the
SoftSwit h based transformation of the voi e network arhite ture that is urrently taking pla e. The SoftSwit h
ar hite ture [14℄ was introdu ed to separate the voi e transport path from the all ontrol software. The SoftRouter
ar hite ture is aimed at providing an analogous migration in routed pa ket networks by separating the forwarding elements from the ontrol elements. Similar to the
SoftSwit h, the SoftRouter ar hite ture redu es the omplexity of adding new fun tionality into the network. We
dis uss other related work in Se tion 5 before presenting
our on lusions in Se tion 6.
We now present an overview of the SoftRouter ar hite ture.

2. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
The SoftRouter ar hite ture omprises of a number of
di erent network entities and proto ols between them. We
des ribe them in separate subse tions below.
2.1 Network Entities
A SoftRouter network an be des ribed in two di erent
views, namely, the physi al view and the routing view.
In the physi al view, a SoftRouter network is made up
of nodes inter onne ted by links. There are two types of
nodes: the forwarding elements (FEs) and the ontrol elements (CEs). An FE is similar in onstru tion to a traditional router; it may have multiple line ards (ea h in
turn terminating multiple ports - physi al or logi al) and
a ba kplane (swit h fabri ) that shuttles data traÆ from
one line ard to another. Its key di eren e from a traditional router is the absen e of sophisti ated ontrol logi
(e.g., a routing pro ess like OSPF) running lo ally. Instead
the ontrol logi is hosted at CEs, whi h are essentially
general purpose server ma hines. A link onne ts any two
elements (FEs/CEs). Typi ally, a FE has multiple in-
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ident links (so that data traÆ an be routed from one
link to another) and an CE is multi-homed to more than
one FE (so that it is not dis onne ted from the network
should its only link fail). In a nutshell, the physi al view
of a SoftRouter network is not that di erent from that of
a traditional routed network, ex ept with the addition of
a few multi-homed servers (CEs).
The primary fun tion of a FE is to \swit h" data trafbetween its links. The exa t nature of the swit hing
fun tion an take di erent forms. We des ribe three possibilities here, among others: (1) Pa ket forwarding: this
in ludes both layer 2 (MAC-based swit hing) and layer 3
(longest pre x mat h) forwarding. (2) Label swit hing: an
example of this is MPLS forwarding. The data path forwarding fun tion an in lude label swapping, pushing and
popping. (3) Opti al swit hing: the traÆ in this ase an
be time-swit hed, wavelength-swit hed, or spa e-swit hed
among the links. In ea h of these ases, the swit hing
fun tion is driven by a simple lo al table whi h is \ omputed" and \installed" by some CE on the network. In
general, a FE an do more than swit hing. For example, a FE an perform se urity fun tions su h as pa ket
ltering and intrusion dete tion. The key requirement is
that these fun tions should work o a lo al data stru ture
whose management intelligen e resides in some remote CE.
For example, in the pa ket ltering ase, the ltering logi
onsults only a lo al lter table, whose management (insertion and deletion of ltering rules) is performed in some
remote CE.
The routing view of a network aptures the topology of
a network as seen by the routing ontrol logi . To des ribe this view, we rst need to de ne the on ept of a
network element (NE). At a high level, an NE is a logi al grouping of network ports1 and the respe tive CEs
that manage those ports. A network administrator may
pla e di erent restri tions on what network ports an be
grouped together in the SoftRouter network, resulting in
a set of allowable NEs. Spe i ally, there are two dimensions where restri tions an be pla ed (see Figure 1). The
verti al dimension restri ts the sele tion of FEs: Single
FE means that the network ports in a NE must be from a
single FE; Conne ted FEs means the ports an be sele ted
from a set of FEs that are onne ted (i.e., there exists
a physi al path from one FE to another); and Any FEs
means the ports an ome from any set of FEs. The horizontal dimension spe i es if an NE must in lude all ports

of the FEs under onsideration or if it an in lude only a
subset. Clearly, any ombination of the two dimensions
provides a possible de nition of the ports of an NE. We
say that two NEs are logi ally onne ted if they ontain
ports belonging to FEs that are physi ally onne ted.
To illustrate these de nitions better, we examine two
spe i
ases, whi h represent the two extremes of the
spe trum enabled by this de nition.

1

For obvious reasons, a port

NE.

annot belong to more than one

any ports from any FEs
an be grouped as part of a single NE. The routing view
an be signi antly di erent from the physi al view. This
de nition an be useful for VPN appli ations. Essentially,
the di erent ports in an NE represent the di erent sites in
a wide-area VPN.
All ports in a single FE: ea h FE is part of one NE. The
physi al and the routing views be ome identi al. With this
de nition, the only di eren e between a traditional routed
network and a SoftRouter network is the ooading of the
routing logi onto remote CEs.
Subset of ports in any FEs:

While the SoftRouter ar hite ture allows all possible
on gurations, we believe one of the most interesting and
pra ti al ase is the All ports in Conne ted FEs ase. This
represents the lustering of neighboring FEs into a single
NE and orresponds to the typi al ase of several routers
being onne ted ba k-to-ba k in a entral oÆ e. From
a routing perspe tive, this an provide signi ant simpliation: (1) the redu ed number of NEs in the routing
view redu es the inter-NE routing omplexity; and (2) a
di erent (possibly less omplex) routing proto ol an be
employed for intra-NE routing (more details are dis ussed
in Se tion 3). For the balan e of this paper, we fo us primarily on this ase.
In the SoftRouter model, the routing ontrol of the NEs
is disaggregated from the FEs and the ontrol proto ol
runs on the CEs. A binding between a FE and a CE means
that the CE is performing parti ular ontrol fun tions on
behalf of the FE. Be ause multiple proto ols (e.g., IGP
and EGP, or even multiple instan es of a proto ol) may
be required for the operation of a FE, a FE may have
multiple CE bindings.
An example SoftRouter network illustrating the di erent
on epts we have introdu ed is shown in Figure 2. Note
that a binding an exist between a FE and a CE even
if they are not dire tly onne ted (e.g., CE1 and FE1 in
Figure 2). It is worthy to point out that the SoftRouter
ar hite ture thus enables the reation of a separate (log-

i ally or physi ally) signaling network onne ting all the
CEs and this an make the ontrol plane mu h more resilient to atta ks.

2.2 Protocols
A number of di erent proto ols are needed in the operation of a SoftRouter network. We des ribe the three most
important ones here.
Dis overy Proto ol: In order for a FE to establish a
binding with a CE, it must rst know about the existen e
of the CE and be able to rea h it using some route. A
dis overy proto ol nds out what CEs are available and
lays out paths to them for the FEs.
FE/CE Control Proto ol: On e a binding is established, the FEs and the CEs ommuni ate using a ontrol proto ol. On the uplink (FE to CE) dire tion, this
ontrol proto ol provides link state information (e.g. link
up/down signal) to the CE. On the downlink dire tion,
the proto ol arries on guration and ontrol information
(e.g., enable/disable a link, forwarding information base
(FIB), et .). The key issues in the design of this proto ol
relate to the frequen y, bandwidth and delay requirements
for the FE/CE ommuni ation. In this paper, we assume
that the ForCES [15℄ proto ol would be suÆ ient for our
purposes.
CE/CE Proto ol: In a pure SoftRouter network, espeially one with a separate signaling network, a CE to CE
proto ol is ne essary for the CEs to dis over ea h other
and determine the routes between them. In this ase,
the CEs would also ex hange ontrol pa kets (e.g., OSPF
database ex hange pa kets) dire tly between themselves.
On the other hand, in a heterogeneous network, a CE to
CE proto ol is not stri tly ne essary. In this ase, interoperability with existing routers an be preserved by using
the the FE/CE proto ol to tunnel any ontrol pa kets reeived (sent) from (to) any of the ports in the FE (e.g.,
all OSPF proto ol pa kets if CE is running OSPF for the
FE).
3. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
In any given NE, the FEs are strongly onne ted (with
the same underlying topology), and the CE an be many
hops away from the orresponding forwarding set. This
separation leads to many new s enarios and te hni al hallenges that do not normally o ur in existing networks.
In this se tion, we highlight some of these issues and
present potential means of addressing them. We will use
the term integrated NE to denote a router in an existing
network, where the ontrol element and the orresponding
forwarding elements are part of a single physi al devi e.
3.1 Bootstrapping
In an integrated NE, the on guration pertaining to that
NE is obtained upon bootup, sin e the ontrol ard on the
box is in dire t onta t with the forwarding engine through
a bus/inter onne t. As soon as the router (NE) omes up,
the forwarding engine knows how to obtain the on guration information immediately from the ontrol pro essor.
In the SoftRouter model, upon bootup, the forwarding
engine has to obtain its on guration information, whi h
in ludes the IP addresses of its interfa es, from a remote

ontrol element that resides on a server. This poses a potential paradox: in order to dis over a CE and send pa kets to it, the FE requires routing information; however,
the routing information is supposed to ome from the CE.
This paradox an be resolved using a dis overy proto ol
that lets FEs and CEs dis over ea h other and maintains
a routable path between these entities.
If all the FEs in the SoftRouter network support ethernet
servi es, a spanning tree proto ol an route the pa kets of
the dis overy proto ol. If the FEs are heterogeneous (see
Se tion 2.1) and do not support spanning tree, a hop-byhop or sour e-routed routing layer over IP would suÆ e.
CEs and FEs would then advertise their existen e over
this routing layer. FEs an then dynami ally bind to the
\best" CE using either bindings pre- on gured by the network administrator or obtained using distributed lustering algorithms. In the latter ase, it may be possible to
devise zero- on guration self-managing networks.
Note that the routing provided by the dis overy protool, onne ting the FEs and the CEs, would be used only
for routing ontrol messages between the CE and the FE
and thus, optimal routing is not essential in this ase. On
the other hand, the routing of data traÆ would be optimal, governed by forwarding tables on the FEs that are
omputed and installed by the CEs.
Further, the dis overy proto ol an be enhan ed by additional features su h as CE load balan ing and failover (disussed later), onstrained lustering algorithms that inrease CE-FE binding resilien y et ., in reasing the availability of the network.

3.2 Routing and Forwarding
Sin e the FEs are assumed to be simple with minimal
ontrol on-board, the CE is responsible for maintaining
the knowledge of the links' status between FEs within the
same NE. In addition, the CE must also be able to integrate topology hanges within the NE with external (interNE) route hanges, and update the FIBs of individual FEs
a ordingly. This an be done by using a proto ol similar
to ForCES [15℄.
Due to the di eren e between the physi al view and the
routing view of the network as a result of this ar hite ture,
IP TTL and IP options behavior might deviate from traditional router design, whi h assumes geographi al loseness
of ontrol and forwarding plane. In the SoftRouter ar hite ture, the FEs of a given NE might be distributed over a
large geographi al area, whi h makes it expedient to de rement TTL and pro ess IP options on a per FE (rather than
a per NE) basis. For an NE with o-lo ated FEs, one an
similarly realize this behavior or imitate traditional router
behavior.
The FE must also be able to support a minimal set of
slow path fun tions su h as support for ICMP. Further,
many of the IP options su h as Timestamp, Stri t/Loose
Sour e Route, et . an also be handled by the FE. Other
IP options su h as Router Alert [11℄ will be tunneled to
the CE for pro essing.
3.3 Protocol Optimization
In standard internet routing proto ols, there are various messages that ful l di erent fun tions. For example,
OSPF has hello pa kets to probe link status and various
LSA messages to advertise link status to the rest of the net-

work. In a SoftRouter ar hite ture, these messages have
to be di erentiated a ording to their purpose. A FE an
hoose to either forward all re eived routing proto ol pa kets to its CE, or it ould handle a subset of the proto ol
pa kets by itself without forwarding it to the CE, thereby
redu ing response time and ontrol traÆ in the network.
Let us onsider the OSPF routing proto ol as an example. One of the main purposes of the HELLO message is
to he k that links are operational. We ould move this
fun tionality to the FEs whi h would then notify their respe tive CEs only when there is a hange in the status
of the links2 . On the other hand, LSA messages serve to
advertise onne tivity information to the rest of the network, and hen e these will originate from the CE, and will
be ex hanged between CEs.
Within the SoftRouter ar hite ture, routing proto ols
an be optimized in terms of message overhead. In a traditional router network running OSPF, for example, LSA
messages from ea h FE are ooded over the entire network. In a SoftRouter network, LSAs are ooded only
over the network of CEs. Given the potential di eren e in
the magnitude of CEs and FEs, this redu es the number
of OSPF messages sent over the network. We are investigating further optimizations enabled by the SoftRouter
ar hite ture.

3.4 Failures and Load Balancing
By separating the ontrol elements, we provide more
hoi es for CEs to ontrol a given FE. This hoi e omes
at the risk of vulnerability to loss of CE onne tivity due
to both intermediate link and node failures, in addition to
failure of the CE itself. This failure event is ompounded
by the fa t that, in a SoftRouter network, a single CE may
be responsible for managing a large number of FEs, that
are now unmanaged.
However, note that, CE onne tivity does not result in
a riti al failure immediately, sin e the FEs an ontinue
to forward pa kets using its existing FIB. The dis overy
proto ol will dis over an alternate route to the CE when
intermediate links and/or nodes fail, thereby re overing
from the loss of ontrol.
We address CE node failures by using a standard server
on ept, that of ba kup CEs. Ea h FE will have a primary CE, and a se ondary CE set. When the dis overy
proto ol or the ontrol proto ol signals a loss of asso iation with the primary CE, the FE an hoose a andidate
from the se ondary CE set to be ome its primary CE. The
re-asso iation is done using the dis overy proto ol.
Apart from CE failures, a CE an voluntarily relinquish
ontrol of a FE for load balan ing purposes. In that s enario, the CE an ask the FE to nd another CE to manage
it, or the CE an guide the FE to a new CE. In the former,
the new CE will have to restart the routing instan e for
the FE, while in the latter, the old CE an transfer the
FE's state to the new CE, resulting in a hot fail-over. The
ability to load balan e and re over qui kly from ontrol
failures is a salient feature of this ar hite ture.
4. BENEFITS
There are ve signi ant bene ts to the proposed ar hite ture:
2
We might still retain other fun tionalities of the HELLO message su h as designated router ele tion on the CE.

The redu ed software in a forwarding element makes that element more robust. As regards the ontrol element, proto ol spe i and independent me hanisms an be in orporated to enhan e reliability;
2) In reased s alability: ontrol elements an be implemented on general-purpose servers, and thus an be easily
s aled up using well-established server s aling te hniques;
3) In reased ontrol plane se urity: fewer management points makes it easier to manage and provide a strong
defense around the ontrol elements, thus making the overall network more se ure;
4) Ease of adding new fun tionality: adding new
fun tionality is easier on a separate ontrol server, exe uting on general purpose pro essors and operating systems;
5) Lower osts: SoftRouter de ouples the innovation
urve of the ontrol and forwarding elements, allowing
e onomies of s ale to redu e ost.
We now dis uss ea h of these bene ts in more detail.
1) In reased reliability:

4.1 Reliability
The separation of ontrol and forwarding elements in the
SoftRouter ar hite ture provides several reliability benets. First, the redu ed software in a forwarding element
implies that it is easier to make that element robust. On
the ontrol plane server side, sophisti ated reliability enhan ing me hanisms su h as automati fail-over and the
use of hot or old standby's, as dis ussed in Se tion 3,
an be in orporated. Further, a server an have mu h
higher redundan y apabilities su h as 1:N failover apability rather than a very limited 1:1 ontrol blade failover
apability of today's routers. Finally, the ability to host
di erent proto ols on di erent CEs imply that the failure
of one CE does not render the orresponding FE useless
(e.g. the failure of the CE hosting BGP would still allow
the FE to pro ess OSPF proto ol messages). Apart from
these generi bene ts that result in higher availability, we
detail proto ol-spe i optimizations with respe t to twokey proto ols, BGP and OSPF, below.
4.1.1 Increased BGP reliability

Figure 3(a) shows a typi al deployment of BGP with
Route Re e tors [2℄ in a large Autonomous System (AS)
today. This deployment has two main drawba ks. Spe ifi ally, under ertain onditions, the network an go into
persistent route os illation where a subset of routers may
ex hange routing information without ever rea hing a stable routing state [1℄. Another issue with the Route Re e tor ar hite ture is IBGP reliability. While the failure of
one IBGP session will a e t only two routers in the ase
of a full mesh IBGP ar hite ture, the same failure of a
session between two Route Re e tors ould partition the
network, resulting in signi antly lower reliability.
In the ase of BGP deployment in the SoftRouter ar hite ture (Figure 3(b)), the number of ontrol elements that
run BGP will typi ally be at least an order of magnitude
smaller than the number of routers. Thus, a full IBGP
mesh an easily be maintained among the ontrol elements.
The ontrol elements would then download the appropriate forwarding tables to all the forwarding elements using
the ForCES proto ol [15℄. Thus, the persistent route os-

illation problem is trivially solved in the SoftRouter arhite ture (sin e there are no Route Re e tors), thereby
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Figure 3: BGP deployment

in reasing the availability of the network.

Further, in the SoftRouter ar hite ture, the IBGP mesh
is between servers that an employ a higher degree of redundan y su h as 1:N (N > 1) as ompared to 1:1 redundan y on the ontrol pro essors of the routers. Thus,
BGP reliability in the SoftRouter ar hite ture an be signi antly improved over the urrent BGP deployments3 .
Note that the implementation of BGP in the SoftRouter
ar hite ture is logi ally similar to the router ontrol platform (RCP) [4℄ proposal. The key di eren es are that
a) unlike RCP, the IGP proto ol is also exe uting in the
server, b) we use the ForCES proto ol to ommuni ate
with the forwarding elements rather than using IGP and
IBGP as is the ase in RCP (drasti ally simplifying the
software on the forwarding element), and ) we use an
IBGP mesh between the ontrol element servers inside a
single AS.
4.1.2 Faster OSPF convergence

OSPF onvergen e in the presen e of failures is known to
take tens of se onds in large networks today [6℄. This delay
an have a signi ant impa t on the availability of the network, espe ially for riti al servi es su h as voi e-over-IP.
Compared to the 5 9's availability of the telephone network
(translates to 5:25 minutes of downtime a year), today's
data network an ill a ord even a few link failures before
its availability falls below the 99.999% availability target.
The SoftRouter ar hite ture allows for faster OSPF onvergen e through several omplementary te hniques:
(a) Order of magnitude fewer ontrol elements for the
same number of forwarding elements, resulting in a smaller
OSPF ontrol network and faster onvergen e
(b) Faster pro essors (see se tion 4.2) result in faster omputations (shortest-path al ulations)

In the extreme ase, there an be a single CE (with appropriate ba kup CEs) in the SoftRouter network, exe uting the all-pairs shortest path algorithm and omputing the
forwarding tables of all the FEs in the network in a entralized manner. Thus, OSPF onvergen e time an be mini-

mized to about 50ms or less, resulting in a highly available
data network.

4.2 Scalability
Some of the fundamental limitations in s aling routing
proto ols in existing ar hite tures are ontrol pro essor a3

This assumes that the CEs are multi-homed and that there

are multiple CEs in the network for fail-over.

pa ity and on-board memory. The de oupling provided by
the SoftRouter ar hite ture makes it easier to upgrade ontrol hardware whi h is based on general-purpose servers;
ontrast this to the diÆ ulty in obtaining an upgraded ontrol pro essor ard from a router manufa turer who needs
to a ommodate upgrades with other onstraints su h as
power availability, slot availability, et .
We now highlight this advantage through a spe i example of requirements of a highly s alable Mobile IP home
agent [9℄. One ommon approa h today for deploying
highly s alable home agents is to use routers that support
several hundred thousand home agents. However, signaling s alability is limited due to limitations of the ontrol
pro essor to about hundred bindings/se (or less than two
updates per hour per user). This is a signi ant limitation as updates generated through both mobility as well as
the periodi refresh me hanism an easily ex eed two per
hour per user. Another approa h used today is to implement Mobile IP on a luster of general purpose pro essors.
Signaling s alability will not be an issue here. However,
s aling the number of home agents be omes diÆ ult sin e
IPSe pro essing (for ea h agent) is CPU intensive and
will not s ale eÆ iently to several hundred thousand home
agents without spe ialized hardware.

SoftRouter ar hite ture admits a omplementary ombination of both of these approa hes, allowing server-based
signaling s alability while retaining hardware-based transport s alability. Thus, transport will still handled by FEs

with hardware support for IPse using regular router blades
while signaling apa ity an be easily s aled up using multiple server blades.

4.3 Security
The SoftRouter ar hite ture enables the adoption of a
multi-fen e approa h to se urity with ea h fen e adding a
layer of se urity. These in lude:
(a) O -the-shelf versus spe ial-purpose operating system:
spe ialized operating systems are not as widely-tested for
se urity holes;
(b) Multi-blade server platform versus one or two ontrol
blades in the router: overload due to mali ious traÆ an
be distributed over a large number of pro essors and sophisti ated ompute-intensive intrusive dete tion me hanisms an be deployed;
( ) Fewer ontrol elements: managing fewer elements is
easier (e.g. hanging se urity keys frequently) and it may
be possible to pla e these few elements in a more se ure
environment (physi ally or logi ally rewalled) ompared
to the numerous forwarding elements;
(d) Separate signaling network: using a physi ally or logially separate signaling network for the Internet an limit
atta ks on ontrol plane proto ols.
4.4 New Functionality
The separation of ontrol and forwarding elements and
the use of general purpose servers to host the ontrol proesses enable easier introdu tion of new network-based fun tionalities su h as traÆ engineering, network-based virtual private network (VPN) support, a tive network servi es [13℄ et . Sin e ea h FE an have multiple CE bindings in the SoftRouter network (see Se tion 2.1), ea h of
these servi es an be hosted on separate CEs, thereby isolating the e e ts of new appli ations on riti al fun tions

su h as routing. We now illustrate the bene ts of the Soft-

Router ar hite ture using VPNs as an example.
There has been signi ant re ent a tivity in de ning
network-based VPN servi es using BGP/MPLS [10℄. In
this appli ation, a VPN server dynami ally reates MPLS
or IPSEC tunnels among the provider edge routers. While
the VPN server would exe ute on the router ontrol board
in today's ar hite ture, migrating the VPN server fun tionality into a ontrol element in the SoftRouter ar hite ture has several bene ts: 1) VPN server upgrades an
now be independently performed without impa ting basi
network operations su h as forwarding; 2) Network-wide
failover of VPN ontrol servers an be performed without
impa ting existing or new VPN sessions; 3) Con guring
BGP poli ies for the provider edge routers onne ted to
the VPN ustomer sites an be done in a entral lo ation
at the VPN server rather than at multiple routers (e.g.
edge routers and route re e tors involved in the VPN);
4) MPLS tunnels an be engineered in a entralized manner to meet ustomer requirements; 5) S alability for support of large number of VPNs an be easily handled using
generi server s aling te hniques.

4.5 Cost
In the SoftRouter model, the forwarding element is mostly hardware-based and requires little management. This
allows e onomies of s ale to help redu e the ost of ea h
forwarding element. The individual router ontrol element is onsolidated into a few dedi ated ontrol plane
servers. These ontrol elements will run on generi omputing servers rather than in spe ialized ontrol pro essor ards in routers as is the ase today. This allows
\ omplete sharing" of ontrol pro essor resour es resulting in better eÆ ien y than the \ omplete partitioning"
approa h adopted today. Further, sin e the ontrol plane
servers are just another appli ation for generi omputing
servers, the SoftRouter ar hite ture an leverage the CPU
pri e-performan e urve of these server platforms. Finally,
the redu ed number of ontrol plane elements means fewer
boxes to manage, thus redu ing operating expenses.
5. RELATED WORK
The Open Signaling approa h [8℄ advo ated the separation of ontrol plane from the forwarding plane in ATM
networks for in reased network programmability. This
separation enabled the Tempest framework [12℄ to reate
ar hite tures where multiple ontrol planes ould simultaneously ontrol a single network of ATM swit hes.
The Internet Engineering Task For e (IETF) is working
on standardizing a proto ol between the ontrol element
and the forwarding element in the ForCES [15℄ working
group. However, unlike the SoftRouter ar hite ture, the
fo us is on a ar hite ture where the ontrol element is dire tly onne ted to the forwarding element.
The ase for separating some of the routing proto ols
(spe i ally, BGP) multiple hops away from the routers
have been made by several resear hers [4, 5℄. While it
is possible to migrate a few sele ted proto ols out of the
forwarding element, su h an approa h does not deliver the
full bene ts of the SoftRouter ar hite ture.
One of the key bene ts of the SoftRouter ar hite ture is
that it makes it easier to add new fun tionality into the
network. Resear hers have proposed other te hniques su h

as A tive Routers [13℄ or open programmable routers [7℄
to in rease exibility in deploying new proto ols in the
Internet. By separating the forwarding and ontrol elements and hosting the ontrol proto ols on general purpose servers, a lot more resour es are available for adding
new software servi es in the SoftRouter ar hite ture.
Finally, as the tussle between the servi e providers and
the end users o urs in the deployment of various fun tions
in the Internet [3℄, an ar hite ture like the SoftRouter may
be ne essary for allowing exible and resour e-intensive
solutions to be deployable.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented the SoftRouter ar hite ture
that permits establishing dynami asso iation between ontrol and forwarding elements, allows exible de nition of
network elements, and separates the implementation of
ontrol plane fun tions from pa ket forwarding fun tions.
The forwarding elements were simple hardware devi es
with little intelligen e and were ontrolled by ontrol elements that might be multiple hops away. We then highlighted both the exibility a ommodated by the partitioned view as well as te hni al hallenges unique to this
ar hite ture. Further, we argued that the SoftRouter arhite ture provides signi ant bene ts in luding in reased
reliability, in reased s alability, in reased se urity, ease of
adding new fun tionality and de reased ost. As data networks be ome integral to everyday life and as voi e-over-IP
servi es be ome in reasingly deployed on data networks,
these issues will be ome riti al ne essities. The SoftRouter ar hite ture is well pla ed to meet these riti al
requirements.
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